From ligand-receptor binding to DNA hybridization, molecular recognition plays a central role in biology. Over the past several decades, chemists have successfully reproduced the exquisite specificity of biomolecular interactions. However, engineering multiple specific interactions in synthetic systems remains difficult. DNA retains its position as the best medium with which to create orthogonal, isoenergetic interactions, based on the complementarity of Watson-Crick binding. Here we show that DNA can be used to create diverse bonds using an entirely different principle: the geometric arrangement of blunt-end stacking interactions. We show that both binary codes and shape complementarity can serve as a basis for such stacking bonds, and explore their specificity, thermodynamics and binding rules. Orthogonal stacking bonds were used to connect five distinct DNA origami. This work, which demonstrates how a single attractive interaction can be developed to create diverse bonds, may guide strategies for molecular recognition in systems beyond DNA nanostructures.
D
NA base pairing is unique among mechanisms for molecular recognition 1 because it allows the creation of combinatorially diverse bonds: the number of possible binding interactions scales exponentially with polymer length so that a polymer of just N nucleotides A, T, G or C can express on the order of 4 N binding interactions. In practice, many sequences are unusable because they exhibit undesired interactions with themselves or other sequences. However, with attention to base composition, secondary structure, sequence homology and thermodynamics, extremely large sets of orthogonal sequences ( 240,000, N ¼ 25) can be designed to bind within a narrow range of melting temperatures 2 . This ability to instantiate diverse binding interactions has driven the creation of a wide variety of DNA nanostructures [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] , molecular computers [9] [10] [11] and nanomachines [12] [13] [14] .
Although DNA hybridization is extremely powerful, researchers have developed numerous artificial systems for molecular and macroscopic recognition using simple interactions, including hydrogen bonds 15 , p-p stacking 16, 17 , entropic depletion 18, 19 and capillary forces 20, 21 . There has been little development, however, of general systems capable of creating combinatorially diverse bonds; each new type of interaction typically requires unique design insights and considerable synthetic effort. Besides DNA, other information-bearing heteropolymers, such as proteins, might be used for combinatorially diverse bonds. However, even for wellunderstood systems (for example, protein coiled coils 22 ) no systematic method exists for designing multiple orthogonal bonds.
Towards understanding and recreating the recognition properties of DNA it is natural to ask, 'What causes two complementary DNA strands to bind?' Although the first answer that may spring to mind is the hydrogen bonding between base pairs, base stacking between adjacent base pairs is apparently the dominant stabilizing factor in DNA binding [23] [24] [25] . The dominance of stacking is consistent with the sequence-dependent strength of DNA binding because stacking is itself sequence-dependent: the strongest stacking occurs between a GC pair and a CG pair (-2.17 kcal mol 21 ), and the weakest stacking is at AT/TA (-0.19 kcal mol 21 ) (ref. 24 ).
The nearest-neighbour model for the strength of DNA binding [26] [27] [28] owes its success over the base-composition model (simply counting AT and GC pairs) to the fact that it includes stacking. One consistent picture is this: stacking provides much of the binding enthalpy for the duplex, and base pairing enforces specificity. The question arises whether stacking alone can be used to create specific molecular recognition. Pure base stacking can be studied by examining the binding between blunt ends, the termini of a DNA duplex. Blunt-end stacking between individual duplexes is directly observed only at extremely high ( 100 mM) concentrations 29 , but DNA nanostructures, such as three-helix tiles 30 and 24-helix origami 5 , form long chains at much lower (500 nM and 1 nM, respectively) concentrations because of the cooperative binding of multiple blunt ends. In achieving specific bonds using stacking, some difficulties might be expected. First, in contrast to base pairing, which involves heterophilic ('like-unlike') attraction, blunt-end stacking involves homophilic ('like-like') attraction. Whether combinatorially diverse bonds in homophilic polymers are even possible has been an open question since Crick first suggested that the primitive genetic code might have been homophilic 31 . Second, DNA uses two types of attraction (A-T and G-C), so how can combinatorially diverse bonds be constructed from just a single type of attraction?
Here we present two general approaches to programming combinatorially diverse and specific bonds in a scalable fashion from a single homophilic interaction. Both approaches use DNA origami to create stacking bonds: geometric arrangements of stacked blunt ends. We mapped these arrangements onto abstract sequences, used computer algorithms to find sets of sequences predicted to be orthogonal and experimentally tested sets for orthogonality. The first approach encodes bond type using a 16-bit binary code along the edges of an origami rectangle. It is reprogrammable and efficient: a single set of 16 strands can create 2 16 ¼ 65,536 bond types. The second approach encodes bond type using geometric complementarity between pairs of 'Manhattan skyline' edge shapes, with N 'skyscrapers' each having one of M heights; the case of N ¼ 4 and M ¼ 3 with 3 4 ¼ 81 bond types was explored. This approach is not reprogrammable (each origami is 'hard-coded'; a unique origami must be synthesized for each shape), but it is experimentally simpler. In both systems, symmetry and mismatch constraints limit the number of bond types and size of orthogonal sets. Non-idealities, such as the flexibility of edges, further decrease the number of usable bond types. We demonstrate the combination of origami using orthogonal sets of up to four distinct bond types. Finally, we use both systems to control the cis/trans geometry of multi-origami structures.
Results and discussion
Stacking of origami rectangles. We first explored stacking using a rectangular origami with 24 blunt ends along each edge (Fig. 1a) . Approximately 200 staple strands (typically 32 nucleotides) were used to fold a scaffold strand ( 7,000 nucleotides) into the desired shape. An L-shaped pattern of dumbbell hairpins 5 was added to provide height contrast under atomic force microscopy (AFM). Crossovers are positions at which a strand jumps from one helix to another.
Previously, we observed stacking of similar 24-helix rectangles into long chains (up to 5 mm) (ref. 5). However, the quality of the chains was low: they exhibited complete breaks (as in Fig. 1b) or dislocated bonds (with edges in partial contact, as in Fig. 1e ) and the bonds between origami occurred in all four possible orientations (as in Fig. 1e ). We hypothesized that three factors might be responsible: (1) the sequence of blunt-end base pairs was random, (2) the origami had a large global twist and (3) the blunt ends had a crossover geometry incompatible with B-form stacking. We reduced or eliminated all three factors, demonstrated that at least (2) and (3) contributed to the low quality of chains, and obtained straight linear chains with only two orientations.
Regarding (1) , the sequence at blunt ends: in principle, the strength of stacking bonds with random blunt-end sequences could vary by a factor of 11 (22.17/20.19) for all 'GC' versus all 'AT' pairs. Thus, in all the experiments presented here, we decreased potential variability by placing a 'GC' base pair at each blunt end. This was achieved by introducing single-stranded loopouts in the scaffold (Fig. 1a) to shift the scaffold sequence until a 'GC' occurred at the adjacent pair of blunt ends (Supplementary Note S2.4).
Regarding (2) , the global twist: B-form DNA has a helical twist of 10.4 base pairs/turn (bp/turn) (ref. 32) . The original rectangles 5 were designed using a helical twist of 10.67 bp/turn, which was found to induce a significant global twist (recently studied in detail 33, 34 ). Here, we achieved an average helical twist of 10.44 bp/turn by deleting one base from every third column of staples (Fig. 1a ) using our design code or caDNAno (ref. 35) . Two AFM images show the difference in quality between chains formed by rectangles without (Fig. 1b) and with (Fig. 1c) twist correction when deposited on mica. Whereas chains of twisted origami break with a characteristic offset (with a chirality consistent with a right-handed superhelix) every 2-6 origami, chains of twistcorrected origami exhibit rare breaks. For twisted and twist-corrected origami, factors (1) and (3) were minimized by design.
Regarding (3), the crossover geometry at blunt ends: in general, we expect deviations from the B-form to weaken stacking 23 . The original rectangles were designed with a set of edge staples that resulted in a crossover at every available location between adjacent blunt ends (Fig. 1d) . In such edges, a conflict may arise because (i) the simultaneous presence of the scaffold and staple crossovers pulls the phosphates of scaffold and staples towards positions 1808 away from each other and (ii) the major-minor groove relationship of a B-form base pair naturally places the phosphates 1508 apart. Thus, such 'stressed edges' seem incompatible with any geometry in which all of the blunt ends are in native form, and they might be expected to weaken or otherwise change stacking. Many different non-B-form geometries could resolve the stress at such edges, including breakage of the final base pair or a change in major/minor groove angles; accurately predicting what happens lies beyond the state of the art.
We propose that near flattening of the major and minor grooves decreases the distinction between them (Fig. 1d ) and creates a topbottom pseudosymmetry that prevents stacking from exhibiting a strongly preferred orientation. Experimentally, just such a promiscuity of orientation is observed: rectangles bind in head-to-tail (34% of total bonds), rotated (44%), horizontally flipped (17%) and vertically flipped (5%) orientations (N ¼ 174, Fig. 1e ). Further, dislocated bonds are often observed (71%). One interpretation is that the bonds are well-aligned in solution, but dislocate on deposition. Another is that the dislocated bonds form in solution as kinetically trapped states; the stressed blunt ends might take on a corrugated geometry that, once bound, cannot easily slide to find a more stable state.
Edge staples were redesigned so that there were no staple crossovers (Fig. 1f) . In such 'relaxed edges', blunt ends are free to assume normal B-form groove angles. Rectangles with 'relaxed edges' can bind via near-B-form stacking (Supplementary Note S2.5) in head-to-tail and rotated orientations, but not in flipped orientations because of their strong top-bottom asymmetry. The results of our experiments are consistent with the hypothesis that near-B-form stacking is preferred; only head-to-tail (42% of total bonds) and rotated orientations (58%) were observed (N ¼ 318, Fig. 1g ). Further, dislocations are exceedingly rare (1%). This is consistent with the idea that either (i) stacking bonds based on 'relaxed edges' are stronger than those formed from 'stressed edges' or (ii) 'relaxed edges' are more geometrically uniform (thus allowing any dislocated bonds that form as kinetic products to slide and become full bonds). Origami in Fig. 1e ,g have factors (1) and (2) minimized by design.
The asymmetry of 'relaxed edges' gives stacking bonds a pleasant property analogous to the antiparallel nature of DNA hybridization: if we label 'relaxed edges' with arrows according to their asymmetry, we see that two edges form a bond only if the arrows point in opposite directions. Thus, the arrows define an antiparallel stacking polarity. We label edges such that when the major grooves at an edge point up, the arrow's direction matches the 5 ′ to 3 ′ polarity of the scaffold at the edge. Stacking polarity allows stacking bonds to specify unique products by breaking the symmetry of otherwise symmetric bonds.
Recognition based on binary codes. Stacking between two origami edges can be largely abolished by omitting their edge staples 5 : each omitted staple prevents the formation of two blunt ends and leaves a 32-nucleotide single-stranded scaffold loop. Sufficient complementarity between such loops could allow them to associate. For the M13mp18-based designs used so far, origami without edge staples do not aggregate, which suggests that scaffold loops may act primarily as entropic brushes with no affinity 36 
.
The key idea, then, is to encode specificity using stacking sequences: binary sequences of blunt ends and scaffold loops (abbreviated to 'sequences' when clear). A stacking bond based on such sequences should have maximum strength when the sequences are aligned to maximize the number of blunt-end interactions (assuming the change in Gibbs free energy, DG, is zero for potential loop-loop and loop-blunt end interactions; we revisit these assumptions later). We implement binary sequences by dividing edges into patches. Each patch is a two-helix wide section of edge; it contains a single scaffold loop to represent '0' or a doublet of blunt ends to represent '1' (Fig. 2a) . There is a 1-1 correspondence between each edge staple and a particular patch. Including an edge staple in the reaction mixture yields an active patch ('1') capable of c 00 01 01 11 10 00 11 00 00 10 01 00 11 01 11 00 01 11 00 00 10 11 00 10 11 00 00 00 10 01 11 10
Figure 2 | Recognition based on binary sequences of blunt ends and scaffold loops. a, Model and AFM images of a 32-helix tall rectangle that enables 16-bit binary codes. Addition of a staple at a specific edge site creates two blunt ends, which compose an active patch ('1'); omission of the staple leaves a single-stranded loop that forms an inactive patch ('0'). Use of an asymmetric sequence '0001011110001100' with seven active patches creates long chains with an exclusively head-to-tail orientation. Active patches can be clearly observed; each doublet of helices typically appears as a single grey bar across the bond. Scaffold loops have a more variable appearance (sometimes invisible, sometimes appearing almost as prominently as an active patch), presumably because of variable conformation or, potentially, some loop-loop binding. b, A bent-patch bond, a common error for binary-coded bonds. Here, helix bending allows a five-patch bond that would otherwise not occur. c, AFM image of a five-rectangle chain built using four orthogonal bond types. Inset shows dumbbell hairpin labels. Scale bars: 60 nm.
stacking; omitting the same staple yields an inactive patch ('0'). We explored 16-bit codes using a 32-helix tall rectangle. Given the number of bits available, our goal was to construct a code for the largest set of specific bond types possible and to use this set to connect the longest chain of distinct rectangles possible. To construct such a code, it is crucial to understand the binding rules of binary-coded stacking bonds. Stacking sequences are read in the direction of the stacking polarity. Just as the 5 ′ to 3 ′ polarity of DNA ensures that a DNA sequence is not, in general, equal to its reverse ('ATGC' = 'CGTA'), stacking polarity ensures that a stacking sequence is not, in general, equal to its reverse ('1011' = '1101'). However, whereas the complementary sequence to a DNA sequence is its reverse complement ('ATGC' binds to 'GCAT'), the complementary sequence to a stacking sequence is simply its reverse ('1011' binds to '1101'). Another parallel distinction is that, whereas a self-complementary DNA sequence must be a reverse palindrome ('AGCT' binds itself ), a self-complementary stacking sequence must be a palindrome ('0110' binds itself). The latter two differences result from the homophilicity of blunt-end stacking, but they highlight the importance of stacking polarity as a symmetry breaker; without stacking polarity, non-palindromic stacking sequences would also be self-complementary, because an origami bearing any sequence could bind itself in a horizontally flipped orientation. Palindromic sequences are useful when a two-fold rotational symmetry is desired (as in Fig. 4c ). If a non-palindromic sequence, stripped of leading and lagging zeros, is still non-palindromic (e.g. '0010110' '1011'), it specifies a stacking bond with a unique head-to-tail orientation (Fig. 2a) and we say such a sequence is uniquely orienting.
Like DNA sequences, stacking sequences can be partially complementary; thus, origami can make partial bonds with a strength equal to the number of matching active patches. When origami with fully complementary stacking sequences match at every patch, they make a full bond. Partial bonds and other undesired bonds are incorrect; full bonds are correct. A set of stacking sequences is considered orthogonal under mathematically defined mismatch constraints similar to those used for DNA sequences. In practice, experimental claims of orthogonality must be accompanied by correct bond yields. DNA strands of the same base composition (percentage of A, C, G and T) have similar bond energies; we say that stacking sequences with the same number of '1's have the same weight and assume that the corresponding stacking bonds will have similar bond energies; that is, they are roughly isoenergetic (we provide evidence later).
We began our search for a code with the largest set of orthogonal sequences by first narrowing the search to non-orthogonal candidate sets of sequences that were of constant weight and uniquely orienting, and that minimized undesired self-interactions. Candidate sets were parameterized by the number of active patches p in a correct bond and by the mismatch constraint i, the maximum strength of all possible partial bonds (considering all possible alignments between a sequence and itself as well as those between a sequence and its complement). Computer search was used to exhaustively determine candidate sets for values of p ¼ 5 to 10 and i ¼ 2 to 6, with i , p; for example, ( p, i) ¼ (7, 4) contained 4,614 sequences. Using the same mismatch constraint for interactions between sequences, we found the largest orthogonal subsets we could by greedy search (Supplementary Note S2.3).
From these we chose a code by considering both theoretical and experimental estimates of error rates. For a sequence of given ( p, i) the energy difference between its correct and strongest partial bonds is 2DG st ( p -i), where DG st is the energy of a blunt-end stack. Thus, the lowest error rate might be expected for codes that maximize p -i (assuming a similar degeneracy of strongest partial bonds across different codes). The maximum p -i for which we found reasonably sized codes (with at least ten orthogonal sequences) was 3; (7, 4), (8, 5) and (9, 6) fit this criterion. We concentrated on (7, 4) codes because preliminary experiments suggested that these would give the lowest error rates (Supplementary Note S2.1.3). We investigated two of the largest (7, 4) codes we found, one with 11 orthogonal sequences and the other with 12. Correct bond/total bond fractions for their 23 individual sequences ranged from 73% to 98% (average, 87%). Figure 2a shows one of the better sequences (94.4%, N ¼ 659).
Although predicted four-active-patch incorrect bonds were observed, a significant source of error came from bonds not considered in the design process: the flexibility of active patches allows them to form bent-patch bonds that encompass five or more active patches (Fig. 2b) . We observed that contiguous runs of active patches were less likely to form bent-patch bonds than isolated active patches or pairs of active patches. Thus, we verified the orthogonality of multiple sequences using a subset of the 11-sequence code for which the sequences all had runs of at least three active patches in a row ('111'). Figure 2c shows the four sequences that were used, and a five-origami chain made with this code; all-'0' null bonds were applied to the left edge of the first origami and the right edge of the fifth. 88% of total bonds (N ¼ 66) observed were correct bonds, a rate similar to that observed for single bond types in isolation. Further, the rate of monomer conversion was significant: the fraction of origami found in correctlength chains was 31% (N ¼ 192). This result compares favourably with the best yield (24%) reported using DNA hybridization to construct chains of five origami 37 . Also, the latter process requires purification of individual origami because excess copies of origami-connecting staples interfere with the coupling reaction. Our approach has a similar difficulty: because all origami share the same design, excess edge staples from one rectangle can bind inactive patches of a different rectangle, flipping '0's to '1's. Here, rather than purifying rectangles (which causes loss of origami), we added a tenfold excess of complementary quencher strands to neutralize excess staples (Supplementary Note S2.6).
Recognition based on shape codes. We next encoded bond type using geometric complementarity between shape pairs; for example, the right (r) edge of origami A fits the left (l ) edge of B (Fig. 3a) . Edges are again divided into patches, but with three differences. First, each patch has four helices rather than two. (Two-helix patches are too flexible and formed too many bentpatch bonds, Supplementary Note S2.7.1.) Second, all patches are active. Third, each patch has one of d depths from 0 to (d -1). Each depth corresponds to a physical width, measured in the x-direction in increments of three helical turns (for example, depth-2 is six turns). Again, abstract sequences that represent bonds are defined; for example, the shape sequence on the right side of origami A is '2201'. Shape sequences are not necessarily unique, for example '0101' ¼ '1212'. Also again, stacking polarity ensures that a shape sequence is not, in general, equal to its reverse; stacking polarity further ensures that all sequences except '0000', including palindromes such as '0110', are uniquely orienting. Complementarity for shape sequences is similar to that for DNA: a sequence n 1 n 2 n 3 n 4 binds a reverse complement n 4 n 3 n 2 n 1 , where n k ¼ (d 2 n k 2 1); for example, '2201' binds '1200'. All shape-pair bonds with the same number of patches p have the same number of blunt-end stacks and so we assume they are roughly isoenergetic.
As before, we constructed shape codes by starting with candidate sets of shape pairs with minimal self-interaction. Candidate sets were parameterized by p, d and the same mismatch constraint i. For example, for ( p, d, i) ¼ (9, 5, 3), 24,791 possible shape sequences were found. However, we avoided large p values because the size limit placed on origami by scaffold length prevented the use of numerous four-helix wide patches. Similarly, we avoided using large d because deeper patches are more flexible. Thus, we started from the ( p, d, i) ¼ (4, 3, 2) candidate set, which has 16 sequences (Supplementary Note S2.2.2). Although p 2 i ¼ 2 for such shape pairs is smaller than that for the binary sequences used above ( p 2 i ¼ 3), the absolute energy difference between a correct bond and a strongest possible partial bond is larger for the shape pairs (8 DG st versus 6 DG st ) and so we expected the fraction of correct bonds could be higher (ignoring the degeneracy of partial bonds or off-model interactions, such as bent-patch bonds). Using the same mismatch constraint of i ¼ 2, we constructed maximal orthogonal sets of shape pairs exhaustively. Maximal sets with four shape pairs were found; we tried a fourshape-pair set and found that one of its shape pairs created numerous bent-patch bonds. Other four-shape-pair sets included the offending shape pair, or similar ones. Thus, the largest orthogonal set achieved had three shape pairs (Fig. 3a) .
Half of each shape pair was tested to measure its propensity for self-interaction: single origami were synthesized with edge staples only for the shape tested (Fig. 3b) . When annealed from 90 8C to 20 8C without a complementary partner, such origami bind via predicted two-patch partial bonds and often form extended zigzags. Simply mixing complementary origami at 20 8C gives poor results because they remain kinetically trapped in partial bonds. Full four-patch bonds formed well (Fig. 3c) when complementary origami were annealed from 90 8C to 50 8C, mixed and held at 50 8C for 12 hours, and then cooled to 20 8C over six hours: the fraction of correct bonds was 95% for A r þ l B (N ¼ 191), 98% for B r þ l C (N ¼ 203) and 97% for C r þ l D (N ¼ 179) and the rate of monomer conversion into correct dimers was 91% for A r þ l B (N ¼ 397), 90% for B r þ l C (N ¼ 442) and 91% for C r þ l D (N ¼ 384) . When all four complete origami were mixed together and subjected to the same protocol (Fig. 3d) , 81% of the total bonds (N ¼ 279) observed were correct bonds and the rate of monomer conversion into correct four-origami chains was 44% (N ¼ 430). Again, bent-patch bonds not considered in the design process were a significant source of error (Fig. 3e) .
Control of cis-trans isomerism. We next show that stacking bonds can be used to control complex geometric arrangements of origami by exploring the multimerization of a 608 corner (Fig. 4) . Such a corner, with straight edges of the same stacking polarity, can selfassociate in two ways (Fig. 4a,f ) : in cis via a 1208 rotation or in trans via a 1808 rotation. With all-cis bonds the corner would make triangles; with all-trans bonds the corner would make zigzags. For all-'1' edges, a mixture of diastereomers results (Fig. 4k,p ) with a cis:trans ratio that mildly favours cis bonds (68:32) and a relatively poor full-bond yield (53%, cis þ trans). The question is, 'How do we use binary or shape codes to achieve high yields of a single diastereomer?'
Using an asymmetric sequence '11001111' on one edge and its reverse '11110011' on the other specifies the creation of only cis bonds (Fig. 4b,g ). Indeed, a high cis:trans ratio of 98:2 and a cis full-bond yield of 83% were observed. Conversely, use of two orthogonal palindromic sequences, '01111110' and '11100111', should create only trans bonds (Fig. 4c,h) . A poorer cis:trans ratio of 10:90 and a lower trans full-bond yield of 48% were observed.
Use of a simple centrosymmetric shape pair should create only cis bonds (Fig. 4d,i) ; it results in a very high cis:trans ratio of ≫99:1 (with only a single trans bond among 727 bonds analysed) and a cis full-bond yield of 79%. For such centrosymmetric shape pairs, which isomer forms is specified entirely by the stacking polarity, and so switching from cis to trans isomers requires the addition of a polarity-reversing seam for one of the edges; here, the trans bonds involve both a 1808 rotation and an additional flip (Fig. 4e,j) . The shape-coding approach resulted in a better cis:trans ratio (4:96) than that for the corresponding trans-specifying binary code, but gave a similarly low (48%) trans full-bond yield.
Given that similar binary sequences or identical shapes were used for both cis-and trans-specifying systems, the performance of transspecifying systems was unexpected. We hypothesize that the lower full-bond yield and poorer cis:trans ratio of trans-specifying systems, as well as the cis preference for all-'1' bonds, are artefacts of deposition. For triangles to fall apart two bonds must break, so they may survive the deposition process better than zigzag chains, which require only one bond break to fall apart. Further, the absence of long zigzag chains and the observed patterns of origami in trans-specifying experiments suggest that the origami may form closed zigzag loops in solution: chains, closely associated pairs of chains and other clusters for which the total number of origami is even are commonly observed (numbers in Fig. 4m,r,t; to have an odd length, closed loops would have to twist 1808). To stick flat on mica, closed loops must break once to form chains or twice to form pairs of chains; small chains with several associated singletons suggest that loops break more than twice.
Thermodynamic parameters. To understand stacking bond energies, it is necessary to know the single blunt-end stacking energy, DG st . Origami chains break and sometimes aggregate on deposition, so we measured DG st using a simpler system based on equilibrium between monomers and dimers (Supplementary Note S3). A palindromic binary code with p ¼ 2, 4 or 6 ('000001100000', '000011110000' or '000111111000') was applied to only one edge of the 24-helix rectangle. We deduced equilibrium concentrations from the number of monomers and dimers in AFM images, calculated the free energy of binding for each bond and interpreted these binding energies under two different models. Our first model assumes loop-loop interactions at inactive patches are neutral (that is, DG ll ¼ 0 24 , such sublinearity is predicted to decrease the performance of stacking bonds. The sublinearity would result in a smaller energy difference between correct and incorrect bonds than is predicted by a linear energy model and cause a correspondingly higher rate of incorrect bonds. It also suggests that stacking sequences with the same p -i but higher i/p might give higher error rates; this is consistent with our observations for (7, 4) , (8, 5) and (9, 6) sequences (Supplementary Note S2.1.3).
Sublinear binding energies were reported previously in DNA tiling systems using sticky ends 38 . Here, we hypothesize that sublinearity might derive from deformation of the edge caused by residual local twist (twist correction sets only the global average twist), potential curvature induced because all breaks in the phosphate backbone lie on the same side of the origami or a combination of both. If only a few nearby patches bind, they would not have to bend or twist much; thus, strain will contribute little to the stacking bond energy, and a large |DG st | that closely reflects the free-solution stacking energy will be observed. Our data for p ¼ 2 indeed match free-solution values fairly well (Supplementary Fig. S12 ). In contrast, if numerous patches bind, strain will make a large contribution to the stacking bond energy, and |DG st | will be underestimated. Our hypothesis further suggests that the distribution of '1's in a stacking sequence might affect bond energy, so we tested an additional sequence ( Supplementary Fig. S11 ) for p ¼ 2 and two additional sequences for p ¼ 4, with active patches spread out more (for example, '100100001001'). The data support our earlier assumption that bonds with identical p are roughly isoenergetic: for p ¼ 2 no significant difference was measured, but for p ¼ 4 small (up to 0.2 kcal mol
21
) statistically significant differences were measured. The trend for p ¼ 4 is that spreading out active patches weakens stacking bonds, in agreement with the deformation hypothesis.
Under the second model (Supplementary Note S3.2) we examined the hypotheses that DG ll . 0 (because of entropic brush interactions) or DG ll , 0 (because of some hydrogen bonding or stacking between loops). We assume a linear relationship between the free energy of binding and the numbers of both active patches (each contributing DG st ) and inactive patches (each contributing DG ll ). Pairwise intersections of the three linear equations derived from our data for p ¼ 2, 4 and 6 gave very similar estimates for DG st and DG ll , with the least-squares estimate being DG st ¼ 21.12 kcal mol 21 and DG ll ¼ 20.59 kcal mol 21 . This analysis suggests that assigning a small attractive energy for loop-loop interactions eliminates the need to interpret stacking bond energies as nonlinear. However, loop-loop interactions are likely to be highly sequence specific, so assigning a single average energy to all of them is unsatisfying. Although the |DG st | estimated by our second model is smaller than stacking energies measured elsewhere, the data suggest that, on average, the bond strength for an active patch (2DG st ) is significantly stronger (approximately four times) than the loop-loop interaction of an inactive patch. Neither of our models is perfect, but together they highlight the extent to which the behaviour of real stacking bonds might depart from our assumptions.
Conclusions
Our goal was to develop new systems in which we could create large sets of orthogonal and isoenergetic bonds. From large sequence spaces, we achieved small sets. DNA flexibility forced us to pick bond types that were both simple and rigid, and thus less numerous. Can one do better? Flexibility could be addressed by increasing crossover density or by using multilayer three-dimensional origami 8, 34 . Inactive patches could be implemented by more rigid 'steric blockers' (which would prevent neighbouring active patches from bending). Alternatively, inactive patches could be replaced by active patches of opposite stacking polarity, creating a binary code based on stacking polarity. Hybrid codes 21 , using both binary and shape coding, might be another route to greater bond diversity. Above all it will be important to have better energy models so we can maximize the difference between correct and incorrect bonds.
Stacking bonds offer a couple of advantages over DNA hybridization for the assembly of origami into more complex structures. When origami are joined by DNA sticky ends, each new origamiorigami interaction requires the design and synthesis of unique sequences. Our binary-coding approach allows the bond type to be reprogrammed easily and cheaply, post-synthesis. Further, neither of our approaches requires the purification usually needed for approaches based on sticky ends: the binary-coding approach requires quenchers, but the shape-coding approach allows the direct coupling of origami without additional steps. One disadvantage of stacking bonds is that the total binding energy is limited by the size of the origami: a greater range of binding energies might be achieved in an approach based on sticky ends by changing stickyend lengths.
We have concentrated on replicating the combinatorial nature of DNA hybridization. Yet, a dynamic mechanism, strand displacement 12, 39 , is the foundation for a large number of DNA nanomachines and circuits in which it drives non-equilibrium reactions in a programmed order. An analogous displacement mechanism for stacking bonds might allow programming of large-scale rearrangements of origami, in the context of much larger DNA nanomachines.
Finally, we return to the question, 'What causes two complementary DNA strands to bind?' One answer is that base stacking is the dominant stabilizing force and the specificity derives from base pairing. However, base pairing has a couple of components: in addition to hydrogen bonding there is the geometric fit of the base pairs. These factors are hard to disentangle because without geometric fit hydrogen bonds cannot form. However, in certain contexts it seems that geometry alone underlies specificity: geometrically complementary base analogues can be incorporated into DNA in the absence of hydrogen bonds 40 . Hence, perhaps the role of base pairing is mostly to provide a geometric framework (aligning the two bases in a plane) that encourages and allows stacking if and only if the bases are complementary. Here, we have used DNA origami as a geometric framework to align complementary sequences of blunt-end stacking interactions. Thus, in a sense, DNA hybridization and our systems work on a very similar principle: the geometric relationships between stacking interactions in our systems just operate at a ten-times-larger scale.
